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1. Introduction 
Homological methods play an important role in the study of systems of differential equations. 
In 131 it is shown that infinitesimal symmetries of differential equations and recursion operators 
are of cohomological nature. The (Z-spectral sequence (variational bicomplex) introduced by 
Vinogradov [S] contains important invariants of differential equations such as conservation laws 
and characteristic classes of families of solutions. It provides means for studying various aspects 
of Lagrangian formalism, the inverse problem of the calculus of variations, etc. The term E, of 
the e-spectral sequence is the analog of the de Rham complex in the category of nonlinear partial 
differential equations (for a very enlightening discussion see 1 IL?]). 
There exists, however, no general method of computing this important spectral sequence. In 
[ 10] a powerful technique based on the Spencer type cohomology systems is developed, the “two 
line” theorem estimating the term El for determined systems of differential equations is proved. 
and a concrete method of calculating the term Et-‘-‘, which is related to the theory of conservation 
laws, is given, where n is the number of independent variables. Due to this method a complete 
description of the set of conservation laws is possible for determined differential equations (see. 
for example, [ 1 I]). Further development of results of Vinogradov is made in [6,5], where the Janet 
sequence for involutive differential equations is used, and a general approach to the calculation of 
the horizontal cohomology is proposed. In [7] this approach is applied to the Cl-spectral sequence 
for overdetermined equations. 
Some results concerning the computation of the term Ef’“--’ , p > 2, are obtained in 121. where 
the e-spectral sequence is considered for scalar evolution equations with a single space variable. 
For a large class of such equations, in particular KdV, MKdV, PKdV, Burgers equation, the term 
E”’ is computed and vanishing theorems are proved for the groups Ep”z-l, /7 3 3, under a 
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very restrictive assumption that the equation possesses an infinite-dimensional space of higher 
infinitesimal symmetries. Some examples of computation of the e-spectral sequence also can be 
found in [ 11. 
In this paper we develop a method of calculating the terms lZp’n-l, p 3 1, for determined 
differential equations and apply this method to evolution equations. This paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 is a summary of the geometrical theory of nonlinear differential equations 
and the e-spectral sequence. In Section 3 we give a description of the term El of the e-spectral 
sequence for determined equations. In Section 4 this general description is applied to evolution 
equations, vanishing theorem for the groups Ep’n-’ , p 2 3, is proved for evolution equation with 
a nondegenerate symbol, and the group EfTn-’ . IS computed for a scalar linear evolution equation 
with constant coefficients. 
2. Jet manifolds and infinitely prolonged differential equations 
In this section we define the basic concepts of the geometrical theory of differential equations 
and the theory of the e-spectral sequence ([4,10,9,1]). 
2.1. Jets 
Let A4 be a smooth manifold and n : E -+ M be a smooth fiber bundle over M, dim M = IZ, 
dim E = m + n. Denote by r(n) the set of all (local) sections of n. 
Let nk : Jk + M be the bundle of k-jets for n , 
JkW = {[fl(: 1 f E r(n), x E M), 
where [f]: denotes the k-jet of a local section f at x. Denote by Joe(r) the manifold of infinite 
jets for n. J”(n) is the inverse limit with respect o the following system of mappings 
nk.1 : Jk(n) + J”(n), nk,l([f]:) = [./-I:, k > 1, 
nk : Jk(n) + it!, nk([f]f) = x. 
By definition, one has natural projections ?roo,k : Jw(n) -+ Jk(n), no0 : F(n) -+ 44. 
Choose a coordinate neighborhood U in M such that the restriction of the bundle E is trivial. 
Letxi,..., x, be local coordinates in U and u1 , . . . , urn be coordinates along the fiber of n in 
n-‘(U).Eachlocalsectionf E r(x)isoftheformf = (ui(xi,. . . ,x,), . . ., zP(x~, . . . ,xn)). 
Define functions pi by 
wherea = (c~~,...,cr,),]a] = oi +... + a,. Then smooth functions (x’, pi), 1 < i 6 n, 
1 < j < m, 0 6 ICT( 6 k form local coordinates in Jk(3t-), 0 6 k < 00. 
Let Fk((n) denote the algebra C” ( Jk(n)). Then one has a system of embeddings 
T;,,I : %i(n> -+ yk((n), 1 6 k, 
,$ : c”(M) --+ Fk((n). 
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The direct limit 3(n) with respect o the system {nil} is called the algebra ofsmooth,functions 
on JOO(n). We identify 3k(n) and C”(M) with their limits in 3(n), 
3(n) = u 3!f(n). 
kaO 
In the same manner one can define the module of i-forms Ai( i 3 0, on J”(r) 
A’(n) = u Ai(Jk(n)) 
k>O 
and consider the graded algebra 
A*(r) = 2 A’(n) 
id 
of differential forms on J”(n). 
A vector jeld X on J”(n) is an R-linear mapping X : 3(7r) --+ 3(n) such that for any 
cp. $ E 3(n) 
and there exists r 3 0 such that for each k > 0 
X (Cfk(n)) c 3k+r(n). 
Denote by D(n) the set of all vector fields on J”(n). Obviously, D(n) is a 3(n)-module and 
Lie algebra over R. Locally each X E II(rr) can be represented as 
X=:Cai&+Cbi$, 
i t j.rr d 
where bj, E 3,,,+,(n) for some r. 
Let & : F, --f J”(r), i = 1,2, be vector bundles over J”(n). P; = T(Fi) be 3(n)-modules 
of sections. An R-linear differential operator A : PI -+ PI is called C-differential if it can be 
restricted to the manifolds of the form [‘f]“, f E T(n). That is 
A(v)llfl- = 0 as vI,,~,~ = 0, ‘p E PI. 
If vector bundles 61, & are finite-dimensional, mj = dim&, then in local coordinates each t!- 
differential operator A can be represented as an m2 x m 1 matrix 
A= 
i 
C, 4, & . C, a:,,, D, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
C, a&, 0, . . . C, a&,,, Do i 
where u = (aI, _ _ , , on), D, = (Dl)“’ o . I o (D,z)“n, and 
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is the ith total derivative. 
The set of e-differential operators from Pi to P2 is, clearly, an 3(n)-module and is denoted 
by eDiff(Pt; Pz). 
Let ei : Fi + M, i = 1,2, be vector bundles, Pi = r(&), and A : PI -+ P2 be an R-linear 
differential operator, A E Diff(Pi; Pz). By definition, put pi = 3(n) @cm(~) Pi = r (n&(<i)), 
where n&(&) is the induced vector bundle over JW(n). The unique e-differential operator 
& : PI --+ P2 such that d (1 8 p) = 1 @ A(p) is called the lifting of A. 
Consider a vector field X E D(M) on M . It is an operator of the first order acting from C” (M) 
to COO(M). Then the lifting X E eDiff (3(n), 3(x)) is a vector field on JW(n). Consider a 
submodule CD(n) c D(n) generated by vector fields of the form X. Thus we have a distribution 
on Jo0 (n) which is called the Cartan distribution. The Cartan distribution is completely integrable 
in the sense that it satisfies Frobenius integrability condition 
[eD(n), eD( c W(n). 
In local coordinates, if X = xi ai a/ax,, ai E Coo(M), then X = xi ai Di, and 
(1) 
Vector field X E D(n) is called vertical if X(v) = 0 for each (p E C”(M) c 3(n). Denote 
by D”(n) c D(n) the 3(n)-module of vertical vector fields. D” is also a subalgebra of the Lie 
algebra D(n), 
[D”(n), D”Wl c D”(n), 
and D(n) splits into a direct sum D(n) = CD(n) @ D”(n). 
Dually, the module of l-forms on JW(n) splits into a direct sum 
(2) 
where 
A’(n) = 6W(7r) @ A’(n), (3) 
A’(n) = {o E A(n) 1 w(X) = 0 for any X E D”(n)] 
is the module of horizontal 1 -forms, and 
@A’(n) = (w E A(n) 1 o(X) = Oforany X E CD(n)} 
is the module of Car-tan forms. Locally, 
Al(n)= (Cpidxi Ipi E 3(n)], e’A’(rr) = (c+$ (tpj” E 3(n)], 
where wj = dpi - xi ii+, dxj. 
j-0 
From (3) it follows that each A’(r), i > 0, splits into 
A’(n) = c A”(n) @ @A’(n), 
cx++i 
where 
A”(n) = A’(n) A _. . A n’(n), @A’(n) = e’A$r) A . . . A E”A’(n). 
. \ 
a times p times 
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The graded algebra A*(n) is the lifting of the graded algebra A*(M) of differential forms 
on M. The lifting of the de Rham differential d : A’(M) -+ A’+’ (M) is called the horizontal 
differential and is denoted by d : A’(n) -+ Ai+’ (x). The complex 
d 
0 + 3(n) 5 A’(n) 2 ... + A”(n) -_, 0 
is called the horizontal de Rham complex and its cohomology at the term A’(n) is denoted by 
H’ (n). In local coordinates 
d(dxi) = 0. d(q) = C Di(Vo)dxi, Cp E 3(n). 
Let V(n) : V(E) -+ E be the vector bundle of vertical vector fields on E, V(E) = (U E 
T(E) 1 n,u = 0). By definition, put x = r(V(n)) = lY(n &( V (n))). Then there exists a map 
3 : N -+ D”(n), cp H 3,, where 3, is called an evolutionary derivation and is defined by 
where f‘ E r(.~), cp E tt, ti E 3(n), and ft is a l-parameter family of sections of TT such that 
dldtl,=of, = (oI,~,=+ fo = f. 
In local coordinates, if cp = (cp’, . . . , pm), then 
2.2. Differential operators and equations 
A system ofnonlinear differential equations of order k imposed on sections of n : E + M 
is a submanifold 3k c Jk(n). Denote by y&+3 c Jkfs (n) the sth prolongation of Yk. We will 
always suppose that Yk is formally integrable. Then Ys, s 3 k, is a smooth manifold, and ,TT,,,, . 
s 3 f 3 k, maps Y” onto Y’ surjectively. The inverse limit of the system of maps 
n,*, : y --+ 3’ , s>t>k, 
is called an irzjinitely prolonged differential equation, or simply a differential equation, and is 
denoted by Y = Y”. Obviously, the infinite jets manifold JO”(n) is a differential equation of zero 
order with Ilk 2 Jk(rr), k 2 0. 
One can construct a calculus on a differential equation Y c J”(n) in the same way as for the 
jet manifold P(n). Let 3, A*, D denote the algebra of smooth functions, the graded algebra of 
differential forms and the module of vector fields on Y respectively. 
As for the jet manifold _P(n), there exists a splitting of the modules of vector fields D and 
I -forms A ’ 
D=D”@eD, A’ = A’ @@A’. 14) 
Let < : E’ --+ M be a vector bundle, F : T(n) -+ I’(<) be a nonlinear differential operator: 
F can be considered as a section of the induced vector bundle n&(t) over J”(n). Define a 
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smooth map 
J(F) : J”(n) + P(t), [fl,” H vYf>l,". 
Let 2 = y(F) be the differential equation defined by F, 
y(F) = kerJ(F) = (6’ E P’(n) I J(F)(8) = 0). 
In local coordinates, if F = (F' , . . . , F”), F’ = F’(xi, pi), then Y(F) is the infinite prolonga- 
tion of the system 
F’=O, 
. . . . . . 
F” = 0. 
Denote by P = r (n&(t)) the 3(n)-module of sections of the induced vector bundle over 
JM (n). The universal inearization of F is a Cdifferential operator -Ed E C!Diff (x; P) such that 
where ft is a l-parameter family of sections of n such that d/dtIr=ofr = cplcflm, fi = f. In 
local coordinates 
Denote by I9 c 3(n) the ideal of functions identically equal to 0 on Y. For each 3(n)-module 
R denote by [R] the restriction of R to ‘~4, [R] = R/(Zy . R). If R is a projective 3(n)-module, 
then [R] is a projective 3-module. 
A differential equation 9 = Y(F) is called regular with respect to the nonlinear differential 
operator F = (F' , . . . , F”) if 
1. the ideal Zy is generated by functions D,(F’), 1 < I < S, 0 6 lo.1 -C ~0; 
2. the module of l-forms A’ is projective. 
This definition does not depend on the choice of a coordinate chart. In the geometrical theory of 
nonlinear differential equations a regular differential equation is an analog of a smooth (without 
singularities) manifold. 
If the 3-module A’ is projective, then from (4) it follows that modules A ’ and t?’ A ’ are also 
projective. From now onwards we assume that all the modules under consideration are projective. 
Leti : $I + JW(n)benaturalinclusion,i* : [C!‘A’(n)] -+ 6” A ’ be induced homomorphism, 
[l,~] : [x] + [P] be the restriction of the universal inearization to Y. 
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Proposition 1. ([lo]) 
(1) ]e’A’(n)] = eDiff([z]; 3); 
(2) The following sequence is exact 
C?Diff([P]; 3) [e,! eDiff([x]; 3) 5 (??‘A’ + 0, 
1e,1m = v 0 [(,I. 
In local coordinates the isomorphism of statement (1) is given by 
A differential equation Y = $,I (F) is called determined if the homomorphism 
[e,~] : tZDiff([P]; 3) -+ eDiff([w]; 3) 
is an injection. This condition always holds for evolution equations, or for differential equations 
Y ( F) such that the symbol of the matrix differential operator e F : K -+ P is of maximal rank 
almost everywhere. 
If a differential equation Y (8’) is regular and determined then the short exact sequence 
0 -+ C?Diff([P]; 31 Le,! eDiff([z]; 3) 5 (!!‘A’ -_, 0 (5) 
splits and C!’ A ’ can be considered as a submodule of C?Diff( Ml; 3). 
2.3. Adjoint operator 
Let 2 be a differential equation. For any 3-module Q consider the following complex 
(S(Q), di): 
0 -+ eDiff(Q; 3) dl, eDiff(Q; A’) & . . . dl, eDiff(Q; A”) -+ 0, 
d,(A) = -do A. 
(6) 
The cohomology of complex (6) is described by 
Proposition 2. ([ lo]) 
(1) H’ (S(Q)) = 0 ifi # n; 
(2) ff” G(Q)> = HowA&; An>. 
By definition, put Q = Homy(Q; A”) for any module Q. Each C-differential operator V : 
(2’ -+ QzinducesahomomorphismofcomplexesS(V): S(Q2) -+ S(Qr),S(V)(A) = AoV, 
A E eDiff( Q:!; A’), and an JR-linear map of the cohomology 
n _ 
V* : Q2 + Q,. 
The operator V* is called the adjoint operator for V. 
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Proposition 3. ([ 1 f]) 
(1) V” E eDiff(Q2; Qt). 
(2) For all VI E eDiff(Qt ; Qz), V2 E eDiff( Q2; Qs) 
(V* 0 v,>* = 0; 0 v;. 
(3) Zf in local coordinates V is a m 1 x rnz-matrix 
V = (caP,R,), 
cl 
then V* is the rn2 x m 1 -matrix 
V* = (C(-l)‘“lD, o a19>. 
CT 
2.4. The (Z-spectral sequence 
Consider the C?-filtration A = C”A > C?*A > C2A > . . . in the de Rham complex on an 
equation Y, where 
The spectral sequence {E, Ps‘?, d,!‘.“} determined by this filtration is called the e-spectral se- 
quence for the differential equation 2. As usual, p denotes the filtration degree and p + q denotes 
the total degree. 
Proposition 4. ([lo]) 
(1) Ep,’ = (!?‘A’ @ A‘J; 
8 
(2) Eo” = A4 , d;,q = d; 
(3) The C-spectral sequence converges and its term E, = { Ekq} is attached to H*de Rham (9). 
Keeping in mind statement (2) of Proposition 4 denote 
d;,q = d : ($PA’ @ Aq -+ VA’ &I Aq+‘. 
If Y = J”O(n), then in local coordinates d is uniquely defined by 
d(f) = C Di (f) dxi 3 f E 3; 
i 
d(dXi) = 0, dxi E A’; 
d(tii) = dtii = C dxi A w:+,, , co; E @A’. 
3. The term El of the Cl?-spectral sequence 
In this section we suppose that 9 = Y(F) . 1s a regular differential equation defined by a 
nonlinear differential operator F. 
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3.1. Multilinear ~-differential operators 
Let Q I . . . Q,, , R be 3-modules. Consider the module of IR-multilinear (I?,-differential oper- 
ators A : Q, x . . x Q,, + R 
eDiff(Q,. . . . , Q,; R) = 6’Diff (Ql; eDiff(Q,: . . eDiff(Q,; R). .)) 
= eDiff(Q,; 3) @ ... @ eDiff(Q,; 3) @ R. 
For any 3-modules Q. R, by definition, put 
eDiff,(Q; R) = eDiff(Q, . . . , Q; R) = bt?Diff(Q; 3) @ R, 
p times 
and consider the submodules tZ!Dif$i( Q; R) c eDiff,,( Q; R) 
eDifli’(Q; R) = At’ eDiff(Q; 3) @ R. 
The module eDif$‘( Q; R) can be identified with the module of skew-symmetric O-differential 
operators 
A: Q x ... x Q -+ R. 
p times 
Let V : RI -+ RZ be a e-differential operator. For each 3-module Q define an operator 
V, : eDif$‘(Q; RI) + tZDif$,?,(Q; Rx), At+ (-1)“VoA. 
Proposition 5. ([lo]) Let {Ed”, d{“(n)} be the zero term of the C-spectral sequence for 
J%(n). Then 
Eg’Y(n) = e”A’(n) @I AY(n) = eDi@: (N; AY(n)) ; 
d;“‘(n) = (d),, 
w,here d : Aq(r) + A‘J+’ (n) is the horizontal d@erential on Jm(n). 
Lemma 1. (1) Let { [~{~‘(rr)] , [d:“(n)]} b e t h e restriction of the zero term of the C’-spectral 
sequence for JW(l(n) to the equation 5-4. Then 
[E;:“(n)] = [(?‘A’ (n)] @ Ay = t5’Diffjt ([xl: A4) : 
[d,f%)] = (d),, 
K,here d : Aq -+ Aq” is the horizontal differential. 
(2) For each 3-module Q the following sequence is exact 
t?Diff ([PI: 3) @ eDiff$ ([xl; Q) 5 tZDiffj’([x]: Q) 5 epA’ @ Q --+ 0, 
where a(A, @I AZ) = (A, o [[,I) A AZ, A, E eDiff([P]; 3), A2 E eDie!.,([x]; Q). 
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(3) Zf V : Q, + Q2 is a Cdifferential operator, then there exists a unique C-difirential 
operator V, : CZPA’ @ Ql + C?PA* @ Q2 such that the following diagram is commutative 
eDif$ ([K]; Qt) -% eDif$‘([x]; Q2) 
i’ 
1 1 
i* 
ePA’c3Q, 7 PA’ ~3 Q2. 
P 
(4) dl” = (c?)~, where d,, p’4 denotes the zero diflerential in the e-spectral sequence for y. 
Proof. Statement (1) follows from Proposition 5. Statement (2) follows from Proposition 1. 
Statement (3) follows from (2). Finally, (4) follows from (l), (3), and the fact that the following 
diagram is commutative 
1 i* 
EP.9 
0 ----+ 
EP.4+’ 
p 0 
0 
The action of C-differential operators on the module CY’A’ @ Ql of differential forms with 
coefficients in Ql defined by Lemma 1 coincides with that introduced in [3]. 
Let K = {K’, S’} be a complex such that 6’ for any i is a Cklifferential operator. By Lemma 
1 we have a complex eDiff(R1, . . . , R,; K) = {C!Diff(Rt, . . . , R,; K’), 6f,,,l} for any modules 
RI,..., Rp,andacomplexCYA1~K={C5’J’A1@Ki,6~}foranyintegerp~0. 
Proposition 6. ([lo]) 
(1)Let RI, . . . . R,, Q be 3-modules. Then 
H”(C!Diff(Rt, . . . , R,; S(Q))) = 
I 
0, i #n; 
eDiff(Rt, . . . , R,; Q), i =n. 
(2) Let V : Ql -+ Q2 be a C-differential operator Then 
,. ,. 
(V*),..., : eDiff(Rt, . . . , R,; Q2) -+ eDiff(Rt, . . . , R,; Ql) 
is the induced map of the cohomology. 
Let V E C!Diff(Rt,..., R,; Q). Take t-i E Ri, i = 2, . . . , p, and consider a C-differential 
operator 
VW 
TZ,...J-p : RI + Q, VJj,‘.__, r,(r> = VG-, r2, . . , r,>, 
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where Y E RI. The e-differential operator 
where 4 E Q: ri E Ri, is called adjoint to V with respect to the 1st argument. In the same 
manner one can define for any s = 1, . . . , p the operator V*l adjoint to V with respect to the sth 
argument. 
Denote by (,, .) : Q x 0 + A" the natural pairing, (4, cp) = q(q), where 9 E Q, cp E Q = 
Hom:r(Q; A”). 
Proposition 7 (The Green Formula). ([lo]) Let V E eDiff(Ri, . . , R,; 6). Then there exists a 
C-differential operator G E eDiff(Ri, . . . , R,, Q; An-‘) s MC tatoranyr,ER;,l<i<p, h h f 
a,rd q E Q 
(V(r~~...,r~),q) - h,V*‘(q,r2, . . . . rp)) = (dl...lG)(r,, . . . . r,,q). (7) 
The following lemma is the main tool for calculating the e-spectral sequence. For more general 
discussion see [7]. 
Lemma 2. (1) Let Q be a 3-module. Then 
Hi (‘ZPA’ c3 S( (2)) = 
0, i #n: 
@‘A’ @ Q, i =n. 
(2) Let V : Ql + Q2 be a e-differential operator: Then (V*), : CPA’ @3 Q2 + (ZJ’A’ ~3 QI 
is the induced map of the cohomology. 
Proof. Consider a natural filtration in the complex {S(Q), d 1) by the modules 
Fk={AEeDiff(Q;A’)]ordA<k+i-n}, (8) 
where ord A denotes the order of a e-differential operator A. Clearly, F” c F’ C . . C Fk C 
., and d I( Fk) c Fk for any k 3 0. Let { F,k, 4, S,“,“} be the spectral sequence for the complex 
S( Q) with respect to filtration (8). It is easy to see that 
Fi.4 = Q* @ c+q-n1\h @ Ak+q = Q* 8 S2k+q-nv* @ A”-k--qv* @ _,,” 
where V = A], if 0 6 k + q 6 n, 2k + q - n 3 0, and Fgk’q = 0 otherwise. Further, the zero 
differential Sgk”’ has a simple form ai.’ = 1 @3 ak @ 1, where 
6k : si v* B Ak&i v* ~ si+l v* g Ak-i-1 v* 
is the Koszul differential. Hence, k.4 F, =Oifk#Oorq#n,andF,“.“=Q*@3AA”=Q. 
Filtration (8) of the complex S(Q) yields a filtration of the complex CPA’ @ S(Q) by modules 
p-” = c?PA I @ Fk. The corresponding spectral sequence { krk.q, 8,k.q) has the zero term p((:‘” = 
(?/‘A ’ @ Fgk’q and 8:‘” = 1 @ Stvq. Hence, F:” = 0 if k # 0 or q # n, and pp’” = CPA ’ @ Q. 
This concludes the proof of statement (1). Statement (2) follows now from Proposition 6 and 
Lemma 1. 
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3.2. The term El for determined equations 
In this subsection we suppose that $l = Y(F) is a regular determined equation. 
Lemma3. Let Hi be the cohomology of the complex {CP-‘A’ 8 (?!‘A’ @ A*, d~,~_l}. Then 
/ 
0, i fn- l,n, 
Hi = ker [fJ~]*p--l, i=n-1, 
coker [fZF]*p-‘, i = n, 
[eF]*p-’ : ep-‘A’ @I $1 --+ ep-‘A’ @ [N]. 
Proof. Since the equation y is regular and determined, sequence (5) is exact. Consider the fol- 
lowing short exact sequence of complexes 
0 --+ ‘Y’A’@S([P]) Isso\ P-‘A1@S([z]) % ep-‘A’&A’@A* --+ 0. 
By Lemma 2 the long exact sequence of the cohomology has the form 
0 + H”-’ -+ eP-‘A’ @ [e] [e,l*P1\ ep-‘A’ @ [&I + H” + 0, 
and the lemma is obvious. 
The permutation group S,, acts in the complex [ t!!Diff,([z]; A*), dp). For each r E S, and 
V E eDiff,([;K]; Aq) we have 
t(Wx1,. . . 3 xp) = V(Xr(l)9 . *. 3 Xr(p)). (9) 
It is easy to see that action (9) projects to an action of the group S, in the complex 
{P-’ A' @ (5” A’ 123 A*, dl,,_’ } and, therefore, induces an action in the cohomology. The com- 
plex CPA’ @ A* = El’* is the antisymmetric part of the complex eP-‘A’ @ @A’ @ A* with 
respect o the action of S,. Hence, the cohomology E, “’ = Hq(tZPA’ @A*) is the antisymmetric 
part of Hq (W’A’ @ $A’ @ A*) 
following 
Combining this with Lemma 3 one immediately obtains the 
Theorem 1 (Two Line Theorem). ( 
Then 
(1) E, , p-9 = 0, p 2 l,q#n-1 
[lo]) Let $4 be a regular determined differential equation. 
n; 
(2) E;@’ (resp. Ef’“) is the antisymmetric part of ker[fF]*p-l (resp. coker[eF]*Pm’) with 
respect to the induced action of the permutation group S,. 
Let us now describe the action of the permutation group S, in ker [&~]*p-’ and coker [.!ZF]*~-’ . 
Denote C = [e,], ep_’ = [lFlp_‘. 
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Lemma 4. Let w E ker C’p-’ c C!P-‘A’ 8 [p] and V = V, E tZDiff,_,([x]; [k]) he a 
C.-differential operator such that i*(V) = w. Then the following is true. 
(1) There exist operators A, E C!Diff([x], . . . , [PI, . . . , [x]; [SC]), 1 < s :Z p - 1, such that 
< * / 
s-l p-s-1 
P-1 
e* (VXI, . . . , xp-I)) = c &(x1> . . ., 6x,>> . . > ~~-1). (10) 
s= I 
(2) Ift E S,,-I c S,, s(p) = p, then 
r(w) = i”(t(V)), 
where t(V) is deJned by (9). 
(3) Ift = (s, p) is a transposition that interchanges s and p then 
t(w) = -i* (A,:), 
where A*? denotes the adjoint operatorfor A with respect to the sth argument. 
Proof. Statement (1) follows from the definition of lP_ 1. 
In order to prove statements (2) and (3) let us describe the isomorphism between ker e*fz -I 
and H”-‘((?‘A’ @I CP-‘A’ @I A*) given by Lemma 2. If w E ker L*pm’ and w = i*(V), where 
V E C!Diff,_, ([xl; [PI), then by Green formula (7) applied to the operator e there exists a 
C-differential operator A E C!Diff,([z]; An-l) such that 
(e*V(x,, . . . , xp-11, xp) - (V(XI 7 . . ., xp-11, exp) = (d,Mxl> . . . t xP). 
The cohomology class corresponding to w is defined by a differential form n = i*(A) E e’ A ’ @ 
e/l-’ A, @ A”--, . 
Now statement (2) is obvious. Indeed, if t f S,_, C S,, then 
(e*s(V)(X,, . . . , xp-A xp) - (~(WXlY . . .? xp-113 [xp) 
= (d,t(A)Nx, > . . ., xpL 
and the cohomology class corresponding to t (V) is defined by a differential form n’ = i * (t (A)) = 
r(i*(A)) = t(q). 
Let us prove statement (3). Without loss of generality assume that t is a transposition (1, p) 
From (10) we have 
l”AY’ (Xl, . . . t xp-I > 
P-1 
= V*‘@X,, . . . , Xp-I) - c A;‘(x,, . . , lxk,. . . , Xp-I) 
k=2 
(11” 
The e-differential operator -A;’ defines a cohomology class $ = i*(B), where B C- 
t?Diff,, ( [w]; A’-‘) satisfies the following equation 
@,1&(X,, . . .1 xp) = +*A;’ (x,. . . . , xp-l)> xp) + (A;‘(x,, ., ~~-113 JJxp). 
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But from (11) we have 
-(~*A;‘(x~, . . . , xp-11, xp) + (A;’ (XI t . . ., xp-IL exp) 
P-1 
= -(V*‘(ex,, . . .) xp-I), xp) + ~W;‘(x,>. . .t -exk, . . ., ~~-11, xp) 
k=2 
+ (A;‘oIlt . . ., xp-11, txp) 
= -@x1, V(xp3 x2,. . .v xp-1)) + @PGMXl? . . .7 xp) 
P-1 
+ EtXl. Ak(Xp, X2,. . . 3 exkt.. .T Xp-11) 
k=2 
P-1 
+ ~(~pck)(X1,. . ., jXk, . . . 3 Xp> 
k=2 
+ (xl, Ad~xp, x2,. . ., ~~-1)) + @,C,)(x,, . . ., Cxp) 
= -vx1, V(xp, x2,. *. 3 xp-1)) + (Xl, (~*v(xpT x2,. . .7 xp-1)) 
P 
+ x(dpG,)(xl, . . . t cxk,. . . 9 xp) 
k=l 
= @,WN(xl, . . . 1 Xp) + ~@pck)(xl.. . . , txk, . . . , Xph 
k=l 
where the e-differential operators ck, k = 1, . . . , p, are defined by Green formula (7). Hence, 
one can choose the operator B such that 
Nxl,..., Xp)=t(A)(xl,...,Xp)+~Ck(X~~...,eXk,.-.;Xp). 
k=l 
But, obviously, i*(B) = i*(r(A)), and the operator -AT’ corresponds to the cohomology class 
t(q). 
Proposition 8. ([lo]) The action of the permutation group S, in the nth cohomology group 
eDiff,_ 1 ([WI; [ ir]) can be described as follows: 
(1) rfr E S,-l C S,, t(p) = p, then ~(V)(XI, . . . , ~~-1) = V(xs(l), . . . , x~(~-I)), 
(2) if z = (s, p) is a transposition that interchanges and p, then t(V) = PSI where 
V E C’Diffp_-l([xJ; [&I). 
Corollary 1. Let w E coker C*p-’ and V = V, E eDiff$ ([xl; [&I) be a e-differential 
operator such that o E i*(V) modim L*. Then the following is true: 
(1) Ift E S,_I c S,, t(p) = p, then 
t(m) E i*(t(V)) modim C*, 
where z (V) is dejined by (9). 
(2) If t = (s, p) is a transposition that interchanges  and p then 
t(m) E i* (V’“) modim C*. 
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4. The C-spectral sequence for evolution equations 
4. I. Let $4 be an evolution equation represented locally as 
~=((u,-_f(x;,t,u~)=O}, k=l ,...I m, 
where XI, . . . . .x,-~, t are independent variables, u = (ul , _ . . , urn) are dependent variables and 
,j _ 
ald,j 
IT axpI . . . ax;:; ’ 
rJ=(a,,...,a,_l) 
Functions x, , t , p: form a system of local coordinates on Y. Total derivatives D,, D; have the 
following form 
and the universal inearization is an rn x m matrix 
J? = [e,] = D, - Lf 
By definition, put 
m times 
Then in local coordinates one can identify [x] = [P] = [G] = [F] = 3”. Denote by 
eDiff,X (3; 3) the submodule of eDiff(3, 3) generated by operators D,, n = (a,, . . , un_, ). 
For arbitrary 3-modules Ql , Q2 put, by definition, 
CDiff, (Q I : Q2> = Homd Q 1; Qd @ eDif% (3t 3 
C eDiff(Ql; Qd = HomdQ,; Q2) ~3 eDiff(3; 3), 
and define a linear projection i* : eDiff(P; 3) + t?Diff,(P; 3) by 
i*(V) = v, if V E t?DiffX(3m; 3), 
i*(V o Dt) = i*(V o Lf). 
Lemma 5. The sequence 
0 --f eDiff(p; 3) -% tZDiff(3”; 3) i’ eDiff,(Y”; 3) + 0, 
where e(A) = A o e, is exact. 
Proof. Obvious. 
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Corollary 2. IfY is an evolution equation, then 
(1) $l is regular and determined, 
(2) (?‘A* = eDiff,(P; 3). 
Each multilinear C-differential operator A E CTDiff,,,(T; F) can be written in the form 
(A(xI,..., x,))’ = c a$:::~ppD,l(x{') ... D,,y(x$), 
C7’,...,,P 
1. jl . . . . ..p 
wherel<i,jt ,..., jp<m,aS=(o[ ,..., o~_l),xS=(xf ,..., x,“)EP. 
Foreach V f eDiff(3; 3) and A f C?Diff,+(P; 3”) define a CT?-differential operator V(A) E 
eDiff,,,(P; Y) such that 
(V(A))ij ,,,, j,, = C V(a$::::~~)D~~ 8 . . . @ DIP. 
cl’,...pP 
Theorem 2. The term Ef’“-‘, p 3 2, for an evolution equation $j consists of C-diferential 
operators V E C!Diff$_, (P; 3”‘) such that 
(1) v*s = -v, 1 6 s < p - I; 
(2)forany xl, . . . , xp-1 E F 
D,(V)(xl,..., xp-1) + L*f (VXl t . . ., xp-1)) 
P-l 
+ c v (Xl?. . .7 Lf(Xs), . . . I xp-1) = 0. 
s=l 
Proof. By Theorem 1, if V E Ef’“-‘, then there exist operators Al, . _ . , A,_ 1 such that 
c*(wxl,..., ~~-1)) = c &(x1,. . ., 6x,), . . .> ~~-1). 
s=l 
But we have 
-c* (V(xt, . . . 7 xp-11) = CD, + L;> (0(x,, . . . , xp-I)) 
P-l 
= c V(XI,. . .t Dt(xs), . . . > xp-11 + Dr(Wxl, . . . , ~~-1) 
s=l 
+ L; (WXl? . . . , xp-1)) 
P-l 
= x V(x1,. . .I Qxs), . . . , xP-l) + Dt(V>(xl, . . . t xp-I) 
s=l 
P-l 
+ L; (WXI, . . ., xp-1)) + c V(Xl,.. . , Lf(XA~~~ t xp-1). 
s=l 
Therefore, Jh(Wxl, . . . , xp-1) + L; (Oh,. . . , ~~-1)) + C::i V (xl,. . . , Lf(xS), . . ., 
~~-1) = 0, and A, = -V. Hence, if t = (s, p) E S,, then r(V) = -AJr, and r(V) = -V if 
andonlyifV=-V*S. 
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In any module E’Diff( Q; R) there exists a filtration by the modules (.ZDiff’k’( Q: R) consisting 
of e-differential operators of order < k. Consider the module qf CT?-symbols 
t%mbl( Q; R) = 2 &mbl@‘( Q; R). 
k=O 
&mbl’k’( Q; R) = eDiff@‘( Q; R)/ CDidk-I’( Q; R). 
By definition, one has projections 
esmbl’“) : t?Diff(k’(Q; R) + Csmbl’k)( Q; R). 
For each A E eDiff( Q; R), A # 0, define the order of A, 
ord A = min{k 1 A E tZ!Diffik’(Q; R)}. 
and the ~-symbol, 
s(A) = ~smbl’“rdA)(A). 
Symbols of C-differential operators from eDiff, (Q: R) generate a submodule esmbl, (Q: K) E 
t!kmbl( Q; R). 
By definition, put s(D,) = 8;, s(D,) = &, then 0;. 8, E esmbl”‘(3; 3). The mod- 
ule esmbl(3; 3) can be identified with the module of polynomials with coefficients in :f. 
esmbl(3; 3) q = 3[8t,. . , 8,-1, Q,] and 6’smbl,Y(3; 3) = S[G,, . . , Q,,_l], The composition 
of differential operators in CDiff(3; 3) induces a multiplication in esmbl(3: 3), which can be 
identified with the multiplication of polynomials in the algebra 3[6,, . . . . Q,,_, , Q,]. 
In the same way define a module &mbl( Q,, . . . , Q,,; R) = esmbl(Q,; 3) @ ... @ 
esmbl(Q,,; 3) @ R and for each multilinear e-differential operator its order and e-symbol by 
ord(At @...@Aa,@rY)=ordA, +...+ordA,,, 
s(A, @ . . . C3 AP @ r) = s(A,) @ . @ s(A,) @ r, 
where A; E eDiff(Q;: 3), 1 < i 6 p, r t R. 
We identify 
&mbl(Qt. . _ , . Qp; R) 
= Homy(Ql, . . . , Q,; R) @ esmbl(3; 3) @. ~3 &mbl(3; 3). 
(knbl,(Q,, . . , Q,; R) 
= Horny-( Qt , . . . , Q,; R) @ Csmbl,(3; 3) @ . . . 63 t2smbl,Y(3; 3) 
=Hom:~(Ql,..., Q,; R) 63 S[#], 1 6 i < n - 1. 1 < ,i 6 p. 
Let us simplify notation by introducing8 = (et, . . . ,19,~_~ ) and 8j = (@, . . , #,j. , ). The com- 
position of differential operators induces a left S[e ]-module structure in esmbl(3, , ff: CT?) = 
3]iq 1. 
A,(@ o A&, . . . , 13~) = A,(@ + . . . + Q”) . A2(8’, . . , @‘), 
where A 1 . A2 denotes the multiplication of polynomials. 
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Theorem 3. Let 9 be an evolution equation such that the C-symbol of the C-differential operator 
L,f is nondegenerate on the dense open subset of W and ord Lf 3 2. Then 
E;,‘-’ = 0, p 3 3. 
Proof. Let A E eDiff,,,_i(Y; p) satisfy Theorem 2(2). Choose a point n E g such that 
the e-symbol s(Lf) is nondegenerate at this point. Denote the (?-symbols of A and Lf at the 
point n by 6 = s(A)(n) and h = s(Lf)(n) respectively. Then h E Homn(V; V) @ S[Q], 
6 E Homn(AP-’ V; V) @I 3[8l, . . . , OP-‘], where V = IF. 
Fix a basis of V and identify h with an m x m matrix h = (h;), i, j = 1, . . . , m, where 
A$ = h>(8) E I@[01 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree I = ord Lf. Then (A*): = (- l)‘h{. 
Let 6: . ..i._, = s;..&, (@, . . . , 8P-‘) be the components of 6 in the chosen basis. Now one can 
rewrite the e-symbol of the equation from Theorem 2(2) at point n in the form 
(-1)’ 2 A;(& + *. . 
p-l m 
+ ep-1)6~ ,,_, i,_, + 7 r 6,k,,.i,_li,,,i,_l ‘j” Ce”> = ‘7 (12) 
i=l s=l i=l 
where 1 < i,, . . . , i,, k 6 m. 
System (12) can be considered as a linear system of algebraic equations with polynomial 
coefficients over C. Let us show that the determinant of this system does not equal to 0. Since 
h = h(8) is not degenerate, there exists u E C” such that det h(u) # 0. One can suppose that 
k(v) has an uppertriangular (Jordan) form, h>(v) = 0 if i >, j and hi(u) # 0. Then for any (Y E @ 
the matrix h(au) has also an uppertriangular form hi (au) = a’hi (v). Since I = ord Lf > 2 and 
p 3 3, there exist complex numbers (Y, E C, s = 1, . . . , p - 1, such that for any il, . . . , i,_l, k, 
1 Gil,..., it,_,, k < m 
P-1 
Ak,il,....i,_l = (-l)‘h;(u)(at +. . . + ap_l>’ + c A;+,)’ # 0. 
s=l 
Put 19’ = oi u. Then system (12) can be rewritten in an uppertriangular form with diagonal entries 
Ak,il ,...,i,_l # 0. Hence, the determinant of system (12) does not equal to 0, and the solution of 
this system 6 = 0. Therefore, Esymbol of A vanishes on a dense subset of Y. But this means that 
A = 0. 
4.1. Scalar evolution equations 
In this subsection we consider the case when y is a scalar evolution equation. If the order of 
an equation Y is greater then 1, then from Theorem 3 it follows that Ep”-’ = 0 if p 3 3. If the 
order of ‘51 is equal to 1 then the following theorem is true. 
Theorem 4. Let $4 be a scalar evolution equation of the 1st order: Then E[‘n-‘, p 3 1, is an 
in.nite dimensional vector space. 
Proof. Locally each scalar evolution equation of the 1 -st order by a contact ransformation can be 
reduced to the equation ut = 0. In this case equation (2) has a simple form D, (A) = 8 A /at = 0. 
Denote by 3X the algebra of functions on $i that do not depend on the variable t. Then E:,‘-’ = 3~X 
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and E;‘.“? p ;a 2, consists of operators A E eDiff$tP_, (3; fl with coefficients in 3\ such that 
A*$ = --A, 1 5; s < p - 1. 
The term Ef,“-‘. p = 1, 2 need not be trivial. E/.“-’ contains generating functions of con- 
2,’ servation laws. In [2] the term E, is computed for some evolution equations with single space 
variable, n = 2. Here we compute the term Ef.“P’ for a scalar linear evolution equation with 
constant coefficients. 
Let Y be a scalar linear evolution equation with constant coefficients ut = Lu, L E lR[Q]. In 
this case L , = L is the lifting of the linear differential operator L. We identify L and L , in the 
polynomial ring iR[ Q]. 
The equation defining Et.“-’ has the form 
D,(A)+ L*o A+Ao L =0 (1.3) 
and the composition of differential operators o : S[Q] x 3[0] -+ S[Q] can be described as follows. 
Let A, = A, (Q,. . . . H,,_I) E 3[0], i = 1, 2, be polynomials with coefficients in 3. Then 
A, (3 A, = A,(& + D,, . . , H,_, + D,,__,) . A2 
:= A,. AZ++. D;(A2)+ ;&&+ 
; aoi 
. D,.j(Al) + ’ . . , 
rcj ’ J 
where A, . A2 denotes the multiplication in the polynomial ring S[Q] and Di . A = D;(A). 
If L is a linear e-differential operator with constant coefficients. L E lR[Q], then L = Cf’=,j L,. 
where L; is a homogeneous polynomial, ord L; = i, and 
AoL=A.L=L.A, L* = L(4) = -&l)‘L;. 
i=(l 
where A E 3[0]. 
Each operator A E 3[0l is a sum of homogeneous operators, A = Ci=_,, A,, ord A, = i, 
A, # 0. The left-hand side of equation (13) is also a sum of homogeneous operators. Hence one 
can solve (13) by equating homogeneous terms to 0. Let us write out two terms of maximal order 
k-tIandk+f-Iifk,)2 
(1 + (-l)“)Lk . A, = 0; (14) 
(1 + (-l)“)Lk A,_, + (1 - (-l)‘)Lk__, . A, +‘g !+. D,(A,) = 0. 
;=, 30; 
(IS) 
Let L E lR[S] c S[Q] be a linear e-differential operator with constant coefficients. Consider 
a transformation 
L ++ L’ = e-(‘-) o L o @) + A, L’= L(Q+h)+A. (16) 
whereh E IFP’,(h,n) = hlxI+.. .+&-lx,,_ 1, A E JR[@] is a linear e-differential operator with 
constant coefficients, ord A < 1. Obviously, the operator L’ is also e-differential with constant 
coefficients. We say that e-differential operators LI and Lz are equivnlenr if one can obtain L? 
from L I by applying transformation (16) and a linear change of variables 19 = (Q, . , H,,_, ). 
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If operators L1 and L2 are equivalent hen the corresponding evolution equations ut = LI u and 
u[ = LZV can be obtained one from another by a change of variables. 
An operator L E IR[8], L = Cf==, Li is said to be in normalform if there exist integer numbers 
so, . . . t Sk, 1 6 Sk < , . . 6 so < n - I, such that for any i, 0 6 i < k the following conditions 
hold: 
(1) aLi/aOj = 0, if j > si; 
(2) polynomials aLi/Mj, si+l < j 6 si are linearly independent. 
The integer number SO is called the rank of the operator L and is denoted by rk L. 
Lemma 6. Let L = Cf=, Li be un operator, L E iR[&, . . . , O,,_ 11. Then there exists a linear 
change of variables (81, . . . , %,_I) that transforms L to an operator L’ in normal form. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Theorem 5. Let Y be a scalar linear evolution equation with constant coeficients ut = Lu, 
L E R[e]. +y # 0, then L is equivalent o a skew-selfadjoint operator L’, L’* = -L’. 
Proof. Let A be a e-differential operator satisfying equation (13), A = cf=, Ai, ord Ai = i, 
Ar # 0. Consider eq. (14), the homogeneous part of order r + k of equation (13). Since there 
exists a nontrivial solution Al, the order k of L is odd. 
By induction, suppose that there exists r 3 0 such that Lk_Zi+l = 0,O 6 i < r. Prove that the 
operator L is equivalent o an operator L’ = Cf=, Li such that Lh_,i+l = 0,O < i < r + 1. 
Ifk-2r-l=OthenputL’=L-Lo.Supposethatk-2r-1~2.ByLemma6wecan 
assume that there exist integer numbers ~1, . . . , s,, 1 6 s1 < . . . < s, < n - 1, such that for any 
i,O < i 6 r, 
(1) aLk_2i/Mj = 0, if j > si+l; 
(2) polynomials aL&2i/%j, si < j 6 si+l are linearly independent. 
Hence, the homogeneous part of equation (13) of the order k + I - 1 (15) simplifies to 
“’ aLk c -Di(Al) = 0. i=l a@ 
From condition (2) we have that Di (AI) = 0, 1 6 i < sl. Hence, we proved that if A is a solution 
of equation (13), then ord Di (A) < ord A - 1 = 1 - 1, 1 < i 6 ~1. But Di (A) is also a solution 
of (13) for any i. Therefore, ord Dij (A) 6 1 - 2, 1 < i, j 6 ~1, and ord Di,..,i!+] (A) = 0, 
1 < il,..., i/+1 < SI. Now it is easy to see that one can find a nonzero solution of (13) 
A’ = Di, ,,,i, (A) such that A’ # 0 and Di (A’) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , ~1. Then 
L;oA’+A’oLk = -Lk(&+D,, . . . , es, +D,,)d+Lkd’ = -Lk.h’+&A = 0, 
and one can continue solving equation (13) with L = Lk-2 + . . . . Repeating arguments above 
we find a nonzero solution of (13) A” such that Di (A”) = 0, 1 < i < s,. Consider then the 
homogeneous part of (13) of the order k + I - 1 - 2r, which can be written as 
n-1 aLk_& 
&-&-l . A;’ + >: ___. Di(A;‘) = 0. 
i=s,+l a& 
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Since A;’ # 0, one can find hi E R, s, + 1 < i < n -- 1, such that 
n-l aLk-2r 
Lk-:!r-1 + C ae_ki = 0. 
i=s,+l I 
Put L’ = e-(*.‘) o L’ o e(‘.x) = L(0 + A), where (h, x) = Cyz,,L+, &xi. Then LI = L, if 
k - 2r $5 i 6 k and Lb_2r_, = 0. 
Therefore, one can find an operator L’ equivalent o L such that Li = 0 for every even i. But 
then we have L’“(8) = L’(4) = -L’ and L’ is a skew-selfadjoint operator. The theorem is 
proved. 
Theorem 6. Let L E lI%[O], L = Cf=, Li, be a skew-selfadjoint operator in a normal form and 
L,,=Ll =O.Then 
( 1) solutions of equation (13)f orm an algebra A with respect to the operation of composition: 
(2) ifA E .A then A* E _A; 
(3) the algebra A is isomorphic to the algebra of differential operators A~~ = R[Xl , . , X,s ] @ 
cw(x.s+I,~~~ 3 X,-l) c3 NBI, f . . , On-l], where s = rk L, and Cx(x,+~, . . . , x,-l) denotes the 
algebra of smoothfunctions depending on variables .x,~+I, . , x,,_l. 
Proof. Since L* = -L, equation (13) has the following form 
D,(A) + [A, L] = 0. 
If A ,, A2 are solutions of (17), then 
Q(AI 0 A21 + [A, 0 A29 Ll 
(17) 
= (D,(Al) + [A,, Ll) 0 A2 + AI 0 (Dr(A2> + [A23 Ll) = 0, 
and this proves statement (1). 
Further, if A is a solution of (17), then 
0 - (Dr(A) + [A, L])* = D,(A*) + [L*, A*] = D,(A*) + [A*, L], 
and (2) is proved. 
Now we show that the algebra of solutions of equation (17) Jl contains as a subalgebra & = 
R[X,...., x,l@~c”(&+I,~~~ I x,_l)@IR[@]. Obviously, each A E Cffi(x,,+i, . . . , x,_~)@IRJQ 1 
satisfies equation (17). Let Xi = xi + t aL/a@, 1 6[ i < S. Then 
D,(Xi> + [Xi, Ll = g + [Xi, L] = ET - ; = 0, 
r I I 
and Xi E J1. 
Further, 
LX,, Xjl = fl$ xj1+ t[q, g1 = t>&g - t& = 0, 
I J I .I [ J 
[Xi, Oj] = 6ij, XT = Xi. 
Hence, the algebra generated by Xi, 1 < i < s, and A E Y(x,+~, . . . , x,-,) @I lR[Ol is the 
algebra of differential operators /IO. 
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Let us prove that Jl c J&J. By induction, suppose that if A E Jl and D;(A) = 0 for all i, 
I<i<r<s, then A E Jla. Let A E Jl and Di(A) = 0 for all i, 1 < i < Y - 1. In 
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5 one can show that @‘:(A) = 0. Hence, A is a 
polynomial with respect o the variable x,-l, A = Cf=, xi_, A(‘), Dj (A”‘) = 0, 1 < j < r. But 
A@) = ( 1 /d !) D,d_ 1 (A) is a solution of (17) and by the inductive hypothesis A@) E Jlu. We can 
apply the same argument to the operator A’ = A - X,_, A@) and show that A = Cf=, XL_, Vu), 
where V@) E Aa. Therefore, A E Jlo and Jl = Jla. 
Corollary 3. Let y = {ut = Lu} be a scalar evolution equation, where L is a linear differential 
operator with constant coefJicients. Then term Et”-’ of the e-spectral sequence for y is isomor- 
phic to a linear space of differential operators A E R[Xt, . . . , X,] @I r?(x,+i, . . . , x,-i) 123 
E%[8,) . . . , &_t], s = rk L, such that A* = -A. 
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